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In f2], Rakutani has proved the following theorem: 
THEOREM 1. ziz order that a compact dynamical system (X, (vt>) be em- 
be~ab~ in the sh$t ~y~~~~~~~a~ system (X0, (q~p)), it is -~~e~sa~y antZ subset 
that the rest set P of (-37, (cpt)) is either empty 01’ homeomorphic z&h a subset of 
the real line R. 
In this note, we shall point out that Kakutani’s argument in [2] works 
equally well in a more general setting. 
Let G be a topological group and X be a topological space. By an action 
of G on X, we mean a homomorphism p: g -t- ~JJ~ of G into the group of 
homeomorphisms of X such that the map (g, 3) -+ yy(g) of G >( X into X 
is continuous. A G-space is a triple (G, X, y), where G is a topological group, 
X is a topological space and cp is an action of G on X. Notions in [2] can be 
defined similarly for G-spaces; e.g., the equivalence of G-spaces, the embed- 
dability of G-spaces, the rest set and the shift G-space. 
We are concerned with a class of G-spaces namely G-spaces (G, X, p) 
with G a connected Lie group and X a compact metric space. In this class, 
l-parameter subgroups of G are abundant so that Kakutani’s theorem can be 
generalized. In Kakutani’s paper, the proof of the theorem is reduced to the 
proof of two lemmas. We have the same reduction here. For a locally compact, 
o-compact group, in particular, a Lie group G, Lemma I can be proved 
similarly. There are some modifications for Lemma 2. We proceed as follows. 
Let (x s , J$) E .P. We assume that x0 E X - r, ,v, E X and x0 + y,, . Let V 
be an open neighborhood of .ze such that 1-C X - v and yO E X - P. 
Choose a small spherical normal neighborhood B,(e) (see [I]) about the 
identity 8 of G of radius [ such that (U seB&d %hd) n ~%3&~ %dx - a’)) = 
@. Since x0 is not a rest point of (G, X, ip), there exists gs E BE(e) such that 
r~,~(~so) f +, . The l-parameter subgroup of G-passing through g,, is an 
action of the reals R on X. The proof of Lemma 2 of [2] is now valid for this 
particular I -parameter subgroup. Thus, we can show that there exists a 
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compact neighborhood K* of (x,, , y,,) in A* such that @(K*) is dense in @. 
Consequently, we have 
THEOREM 2. In order that a G-space (G, X, go)), where G is a connected Lie 
group and X is a compact metric space, be embeddable in the shif G-space 
(G, X0, TO), it is necessary and s@icient that the rest set I’ of (G, X, 9) is 
either empty or homeomorphic, zuith a subset of the real line R. 
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